
• All units/components available in Tan
• Select units/components available in Black
• See charts for stock availability of Tan or Black

Boltless shelving is designed to maximize storage 
space and minimize installation set-up time.

All components are engineered to attach snugly to one another 
without the use of loose fasteners. This unique design has rivets 
which are factory attached to all left-to-right and front-to-back 
beams. The rivets align with keyhole slots in the vertical posts. 
Once tapped into place using a standard rubber mallet, the units 
are tightly assembled providing maximum strength.

Standard units consist of vertical angle posts at the corners, double 
rivet angle beams at the top and bottom perimeter and single 
rivet angle beams running left-to-right only at the intermediate 
levels. Shelves are of standard 5/8” particle board, EZ-Deck steel 
or wire decking and simply drop into place. Shelf strength can be 
increased by upgrading to heavy duty beams, adding single rivet 
beams running front-to-back at the intermediate levels, upgrading 
to double rivet beams at the full perimeter of the intermediate levels 
or upgrading all levels to our strongest double rivet channel beams. 
Optional center supports can be added using supplied hardware to 
increase decking capacity.

                                                                         The versatility of our Rivetwell boltless shelving system 
allows you to mix and match components to meet your 
unique application. From standard storage applications, 
record storage to automotive tire racks, Rivetwell boltless 
shelving is your storage solution.
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708
BLACK (ME)

Boltless Shelving Specification Sheet 
SMS-08-V39-SRS
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Angle Post (Standard Duty): 1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 14 gauge cold rolled 
steel corner post uprights. Perfect for standard load situations.

Angle Post (Heavy Duty): Shall be 1-7/8" x 1-7/8" x 14 gauge cold 
rolled steel uprights. The choice when heavy duty shelving is required. 
Perfect for multilevel installations.

T-Post (Standard Duty): 3" x 1-7/8" x 14 gauge cold rolled steel
intermediate uprights.

T-Post (Heavy Duty): 3-3/4" x 1-7/8" x 14 gauge cold rolled steel
intermediate uprights.

Single Rivet Shelf Beam (Standard Duty): This 14 gauge 
low profile standard intermediate level shelf beam is perfect when 
maximum clear opening is required between shelf levels.

Single Rivet Shelf Beam (Heavy Duty): An 11 gauge heavy 
duty version of our low profile intermediate shelf beam allowing 
maximum clear opening between shelf levels.

Double Rivet Angle Beam (Standard Duty): This 16 gauge  
shelf beam is essential for stability of standard units; therefore, is     
used on all four sides at the top and bottom levels.  Can also be used 
front and back or on all four sides of intermediate levels to increase 
unit stability and load capacity.

Double Rivet Angle Beam (Heavy Duty): An upgrade to our
standard duty double rivet angle beams, our heavy duty double rivet 
angle beams provide additional unit rigidity and even higher shelf 
capacity.

Double Rivet Channel Beam: Maximized left-to-right shelf 
capacity is achieved using our 14 gauge double rivet channel beams in 
lieu of double rivet angle beams. These beams cannot be used at the 
bottom level.

Center Support: Used to provide additional shelf support front-to-
back by bolting between double rivet beams at pre-punched locations. 
Ideal for wider spans.

Double Rivet Z-Beam (Standard Duty): For 12” thru 60” 
beams. Used in place of double rivet angle beams to add 1” additional   
clearance between shelf levels. Allows particle board decking to sit 
flush with beam. Protects decking edges. When used at bottom level 
of single rivet units, shelf clearance is increased by 1” at lower level. 
Standard Z beams are 14 gauge. 

Double Rivet Z-Beam (Heavy Duty): For 69” and 72” beams. 
Used in place of double rivet angle beams to add 1” additional 
clearance between shelf levels. Allows particle board decking to  
sit flush with beam. Protects decking edges. Heavy-Duty Z beams 
are 14 gauge 

Center Support for Z-Beam: Used with Z-Beams for front to
    back decking support. Fabricated of 11 gauge cold rolled steel.
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Examples below are based on 36" wide shelf.

9 - 1/2"
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When designing a shelving layout. Unit growth must be considered. To determine the overall dimension of a continuous row of 
shelving employing T-Posts or Angle Posts with tie plates, refer to the table below.

This chart depicts shelf clearances for 
typical rivetwell shelving units with 1-1/2" 
vertical shelf adjustment

Units with
Channel
Beams

Units with
Standard and
Heavy Duty

Beams

Unit Clear Width

110"

   24 1/2"SHELF SIZE 
36" X 24"

SHELF SIZE 
36" X 24"

SHELF SIZE 
36" X 24"

NOMINAL
SHELF 
DEPTH
+1/2"

36-1/2" 36-1/2"
1/4"1/4"

36-1/2"

UNIT GROWTH CHART

Vertical Shelf Clearance 
for Double Rivet units 

Vertical Shelf Clearance 
for Single Rivet Units

USING STD. 
ANGLE POSTS

1-1/2" 1-1/2" 1-7/8" 1-7/8" 1-7/8" 1-7/8" 1-7/8" 1-7/8"
USING HVY.

ANGLE POSTS
USING HVY.  
T - POSTS

CLEAR
OPENING 

WIDTH
33"

SHELF WIDTH + 5/8"
MINUS 3-3/4" = CLEAR WIDTH

36-3/4"

CLEAR
OPENING 

WIDTH
32-7/8"

36-5/8"
SHELF WIDTH + 1/2"

MINUS 3-3/4" = CLEAR WIDTH

CLEAR
OPENING 

WIDTH
32-3/4"

36-1/2"
SHELF WIDTH + 1/2"

MINUS 3" = CLEAR WIDTH

CLEAR
OPENING 

WIDTH
33-1/2"

36-1/2"

USING HVY. 
ANGLE & HVY. 

T - POSTS

SHELF WIDTH + 3/4"
MINUS 3-3/4" = CLEAR WIDTH
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